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NO INSURANCE? 
NO PROBLEM!

In-House Membership Plan
Individual Rate – $199/year

Each A nal Family 
Member – $169/year

What’s Included?
•
•
•

•
•

•

D E N T A L  3 D  P R I N T E R

 

Image A

Image B

As 2019 comes to a close, we embrace 
the start of an amazing decade 
together! This past holiday season 
brought about many cheerful 
memories I continue to treasure. 

As Doctor Gabrielle and I reflect on this 
past year, we wanted to extend a BIG 
Thank You for being a part of our 
community! We are both truly grateful 
for you and for entrusting your dental 
care to us.
 
Whatever you hope to achieve, experi-
ence or manifest this year, all 
of us at Leading Smiles are here to 
support you and your intentions. 
We wish you many blessings for a 
healthy New Year filled with 
everything that lifts your spirit and 
gives you the greatest joy.

Our 3D printer (CEREC machine) helps 
to reduce treatment time and increase 
patient comfortability associated with 
the production of crowns and veneers. 
A typical “same-day crown” will take 
about 2 hours from start to finish.

Here’s how our CEREC machine will 
benefit you:

1) Eliminates the need for the use of a 
dental lab to fabricate the crown, 
meaning no gooey, messy impression at 
the end of your visit!
2) If the treatment requires the use of 
novocaine, only one anesthetic injec-
tion is needed because you will start 
and finish the crown procedure the 
same day!
3) Since you leave the office with your 
permanent crown, there is no need for 
the placement of a temporary crown! 
Issues like cement failure occur when 
temporary crowns are placed due to 
the nature of the provisional adhesive.

Step-by-step CEREC process:

1) SCAN - our CEREC camera will scan 
for precise 3D images in the natural 
color of the area to be restored. (see 
image A)
2) DESIGN - After analyzing the original 
scan and our Doctor’s preparation of 

the tooth to be restored, the CEREC 
software generates restoration propos-
als.
3) MILLING - The CEREC grinding and 
milling unit takes the information from 
the software and creates a crown using 
burs to contour a pliable purple block. 
(see image B)
4) SINTER & GLAZE - After our Doctors 
check the fit of the milled tooth, the 
CEREC oven hardens and colors the 
crown.
5) CROWN INSERTION!



COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

GOBBLER GIVEAWAY
Another year, another " veaway!" Anyone who received a 
cleaning on Tuesday, November 26th was given the gi ay 
turkey - our small t gra or each and ever
clients!
 

Thanksgiving and in the coming year.
 

appointment now to claim YOUR 2020 bird!

HOLIDAY CHEER
HUZZAH! Our 2019 Holiday Luncheon was a triumphant affair! Gifts were given, laughs were shared, 
and tasty food was consumed by all!!


